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Ahslracl

We presellt the design. implementation. and evulmllion of a novel P2P service called Cof!c'rrCasr. CulJcl',CaS[

()rCra(e.~

cllIire!)' :It the application level but infers amI exploits propenies of the um.lcrlying network,

The major properlies of COllcclClst include the following: (I) it infers and leverages the underlying net-

work \urology am] performance information for the sc!cnioll of senders: (2) it monitors the status of peers
and connections and reacts 10 peer/collnection f,]iJure or degradation with low overhcad: (3) it dynamically
switches active senders aUlI standby sendcrs. so that the collective network pcrformance

0111

of the active

senders remains siltisfilClory. We perform hoth real-world measurements and simulations of CollectCasl. Our
simulation results show that CollectCast-based P2P streaming achieves hetter performance thiln P2P streaming hased only on end-lo-end network performance information. The real-world

mellSUremenl~

are obtained

by implemcnling a P2P medi,] slreaming system (called PROMISE) on lop of ColleCICaSI. We have iosl<lJled
and tested PROMISE 011 the PlanetLtb test bed. The results of the packel-Ie\'el and fr,lme-level pcrformance
ohlained from streaming severnl MPEG-4 movies demonstrate the potential bencfits for the applicalions built
on top of CollectCast.

1 Introduction
Peer-to-peer (or P2P) systems have gained tremendous momentum in recent years. In a P2P system, peers
communicate dircctly with each other for the sharing and exch:lOge of data as well as other resources such
as storage ,\ml CPU capacity. Paralleling research in other ,]spects of P2P. such as lookup 127. 34. 301, storage

r12,311, ,md lllulticast 19. I. 36J. we in this puper focus on P2P real-time media streaming. Different from general
P2P file sharing, P2P media slreaming poses more strillgelll resource requiremellls for real-lime media data
transmission. However. as first addressed in our earlier work L37 J, for a media file of playback rale Uo, a single
'This is the e.,tem.lctl version of our paper ill ACM Mullimetlia 200] [16].

~ending

peer may nOi be able or willing to cuntribute an outbound banclwidlh of R o. Moreover. clown loading the

entirc media file before playback is nut the

be~t

solution, due to the poLentially large media Jile size and

thu~

long

(lownload time. As our solution, wc propose a P2P media streaming model thm involves mUltiple sending peers
in une streaming session.
Despite recellt research results of ours <lnd mhers, a number of challenges intrinsic in P2P media streaming
have not been addressed. In this paper. we presem our solution to the following challenge: in a highly diverse and
dynamic P2P network, how IU select. monitor and possibly switch sending peers for each P2P streaming session.
so Lhul the besL possible streaming quality

Gill

be maint<lined'? The dynumics and diversity arc rellecLecl in both

peers and network connections between peers: (I) a sender may stop comributing to a P2P SLre<lming session at
any time. (2) the ombound b<lndwidth contributed by a sender may change, (3) the conneetiun between a sender
and the receiver may exhibit differem end-to-end bandwidth, loss, and failure rate. and more importantly (4)
the underlying network topology determines that Lhc connections between the senders :md the receiver arc

110/

independent of each other, with respecL to their loss <lnd f:lilure rate. As a resul!. the quality of a p2P streaming
session depcncls on judicious selection of senders, constant monitoring of sender/network status. and timely
SwiLching of senders when the sender or network f;lils or seriously degrades. UnforLull<ltely. previous works in
P2P media streaming do nOi provide a system<ltic solution to the above challenge. For example. some previous
works simply assume that a receiver receives media data from only aile sender [2, 36. 9j. For the works that do
ussume multiple senders for one receiver [20. 241. there is no study on the se!eclioll of the best senders.
In this paper, we present the clesign. implementation, and evaluation of a novel P2P service called Collee/Casl. CollectCast operates entirely at the application level but infers and exploits properties (topology and

performance) of the underlying nelwork. CollectCas[ has a pattern of "one receiver collecting data from mulLiple senders". Unlike other mulliple-tu-one network services such as concaSl [6]. each ColleetCast session
invol ves two sets of senders: the . ,fandby senders <Ind the aclive senders. Members of the two sets may ch;mge
dynamicllJly during the session. CollectC<lst reflects the P2P philosophy of dynamically ancl opporLunistically
aggrcgming the limited capacity of pcers to perform a task (streaming) traditionally performed by a dedicmed
entity (<I media server). The major properties of CollcctC<lst include the following: (I) it infers and leverages
the underlying network topology and performance informaLion for the selection of senclers. This is based on a
novel application of scveral network performance inference techniques; (2) it monitors the st<l1l1S of peers and
connections and reacts to peer/connection failure or degraulltion with low overhead: (3) it dynamically switches
<lctive senders and standby senders. so that the coliecLive neLwork performance OUL of the :lctive senders remains
satisfaclOry. We perform both real-world measurements and simulations of CollectCasl. Our simulation results show that CollectCast-b<lsed P2P streaming achieves beller perfonnance than P2P stre<lming Ilased only on
end-to-cnd network perform<lnce information. To perform the real-workl measurements, we implement a P2P
media streaming system on top of Col1eclCast. We call this system PROMISE. PROMISE has been inS(;llled
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Figure 1: Different components of ColleclCasl <lnd Ihe interaction among lhem.

and tested on Ihe PlanetLab tesl bed l26J. The results of the packet-level and frame-level perfonmmce oblained
from streaming several MPEG-4 movies demonstrate the pOlential benefils for the applica!ions built on top of
ColleclCast.
The rest oflhe paper is organized as follows. An overview ofCol!cclCasl is given in Section 2. The following
four sections provide the details of CollecIC:lst: peer seleclioll in Seclion 3. mte :md data assignmem in Section
4, monitoring and adaplalion in Section 5. and topology inference and labeling in Seclion 6. An extension of
CollectCasl that makes il -rCP-fricndly is presemed in Section 7. We evaluale ColleclCast lhrough simulation
in Section 8. Seclion 9 describes a prototype system (PROMISE) built on lOp of CollectCast and presenls the
mC:lsurement results obtained from running PROMISE on PlanelLab nodes. Section 10 discusses the rclalcd
work. Finally. Seclion II concludes Ihe paper.

2

Overview of CollectCast

This seclion firs! provides an overview of the different components of Collc<:ICasl and how Ihey interact. Dewils
of CollectCast componenls will be presented in Seclions 3-7.

2.1

Components of CollectCllst

CollectC<lst is a new nelwork service targeted towards P2P media sireaming applications. lis objective is to
judiciously choose the sending peers and orcheslrmes lhem LO achieve the bcsi qU:llity slreaming for lhe receiver
in a highly diverse and dyn:lmic P2P nelwork. As shown in Figure I. ColleclCast is to be layered on top of a P2P
lookup subslrnle and is comprised of four components: (I) IOpology inference ,ll1d labeling. (2) peer selection.
(3) rate and data assignment. and (4) monitoring and adaplation. The componems of ColleclCast arc uiviued inlo
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receiver-side (Figure 2) and sender-side (Figure 3) functions. The receiver plays Ihe leading role in CollectCasl.
CollectCas! leveragcs one of the P2P lookup subslrates proposed in the lilermure to manage peer membership
<lnd perform objecL look up. Other componelUs of CollectCasl <Ire independent of Ihe underlying P2P lookup
subslrale. Therefore. CollectCast can use subsumes such as Pastry [301, Chord [341. or CAN [271- We note
Ihal e:lch of lhese P2P lookup substrates returns only one peer for an object lookup recluesl, if the object exisls
in the system. In our prototype, we have modified Pm,lry lo return multiple peers for each lookup requesl. We
used Pastry because it h:ls been implcmenLed [14} :md the code is writlen in Java with good portabilily. We do
not discuss the details of the P2P lookup substrate in this paper: interesLed reader is rderred to [27, 34, 301- In
lhe following paragraph, we describe the interaction among the different componenls to establish :md manage a
slreaming session.
A streaming session in CoJleclCas! is established as follows. A peer requesting :l movie runs the receiver
procedure shown in foigure 2. The procedure firsl issues a lookup requesl to the underlying P2P lookup subsLraLe.
which relurns a seL of calldidllie peers who have the movie. The candidale scl typically contains 10 Lo 20 peers.
The protocol then invokes the lopology inference and labeling components to construct <lnd annotale the topology
connecting the candidate peers wilh the recei\'er. The topology is annOl<lted by Ihe available hand width and loss
rate. Using the annotated topology, the selection :llgorithm delcnnincs the active sender sel. The adivc set is Ihe
best subset of peers thai is likely

!O

yield the lJest qualiLy ror this streaming session. The resl of the candidate

peers are kept in a .wwlllhy sender set. from which replacement peers will subsliLlUe failed or degr<lded peers
from the active set. Then. the mte ;md data assignmenf component is called to deLennine the <lpprupriate rate
and dal:l ponions for each aClivc peer. The rate of each active sender is based on !he sender's offered rate and
the goodness of the palh from Lhat sender to the receiver. Once the rates and data arc assigned. the receiver
establishes parallel conneclions with :111 peers in the aClive SCI. Two conneclions are eSLablished wilh each peer.
A UDP connection for sending the stream packets. I and a TCP conneclion for sending conlrol packels. The
moniloring and adaptalion component oversees the streaming session to maintain !he quality. IL measures Ihe
streaming rate and packel loss rate for each aClive sender. Irthe rate coming from a peer drops due to a peer
f<lilure or network congestion, Ihe monitoring and adaptation componenl will Lry to redistribute the rate among
the alive peers. If rcdistribution wiJl nOl yield Ihe full <lualiIY. a peer swilching is performed to replace the failed
peer with anmhcr peer(s) from the slandby set. The topology is updated wilh new values measured pllssh'ely
during streaming and the peer selection componenl is invoked to updale the active sel.
IAdjusling lhe mle of Ihe UDP conneCLion 10 eompele fairly wilh TCP trafli c of olher applications I, lllscus,ed in Section 7.
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Receiver Side
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

t3.

Sender Side

CAND _ P2PSubstratelookup(lileld);
T .- 8ujldTopology(CAND. receiverld);
ACTV _ SeleclPeers(T);
\\hile lhe session is not over do
Connecl(ACTV); Eslablish the slre<lming session"'
SendConlroIPackels(ACTV);
needToSwilch <--- false;
\\hile needToSwilch == f<llse
needToSwilch .- AeceiveSegmenl();
elld II'hile
T, - UpdaleTopology(T. newMeasuredValues};
ACTV - SelecIPeers(T);
elld \\'hile

r

Wail tor a control packel .,
while Ihis peer is an active supplier do
clrPkl - ReceiveConlrolPackel():
rale _ GelAssignedRale(clrPkt);
dalaToSend _ GelAssignedData(ctrPkl);
do
SendDala(dataToSend, rate);
UpdaleStatislics();
9.
while no conlrol packel received;
10. cod \\'hile
1,

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

r

"0

Figure 3: CoJleclCasl: Sender side

Figure 2: CollectCast: Receiver side
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figure 4; Topology-aware selection. Il construCIS an
approximatc topology and considers shared segments.
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Figure 5; End-Io-end selection. Il docs nol nol consi<lcr sh<lred segmems.

Peer Selection in ColleclCast

The key component of CollcclCast is peer selection. Since the P2P environmcnt is highly diverse and dynamic.
selecting the besl pecrs to serve a streaming session is critical to providing lhc dcsired high quality streaming. The
selection technique should :lvoid peers thal fail often and share congeslcd network palhs. This section prcscnts
three scleetion tcchniques: random. end-to--end. and lopology-aw:lre. The input 10 the selection lcehnique is a
sel of candidate peers returned from Ihe P2P lookup sUbStmle. The OUlpUI is a subset of the candidate peer set
(called the active peer sel) to slart streaming Ihe movie.
The random lechnique randomly chooses a number of peers that can fulfill the aggregate rale requiremem.
even though these peers may have low availability ami share a congested path. The end-to--cnd tcchnique eSli-
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Figure 6: Peer :lv<lilability: Modeled as a discrete-Lime slOchaslic process Ap(t). At each time insuml ii_ lhe
availability is the random variable ApUd. The y-axis shows the expected value of A1,(li). The subfigurc:ll the
upper-right comer shows a possible distribution for Ap{t;).

males Ihe "goodness" of Ihe path from each cnndidatc peer 10 the receiver. B<Jsed on the quality of the jmlil'idlllli
pmhs and on the availability of each peer, the technique chooses the :!clive sel. The end-to-cnd technique does

nor consider shared segments :lmung paths, which may become bonJenecks if peers sharing a light segment are
chosen in the active scI. In camra,,1 10 the end-ta-end lechnique. the Lopology-aware Lechnique illfers the underlying lopology and its ch:lracleristics and. considers Ihe goodness of each segmelll oflhe palh. Thus. it can m:lke
ajudiciollS selection by avoiding peers whose paLhs are sharing a light segment

!lflls{rmil'e example.

Consider the example shown in Figures 4 and 5. The lookup step returns peers

PI,P2 ..... .R; as a candid me set to the receiving peer Pro The random Leehnique may choose P 1,P:-1. Po1 as
the active set. even though some of these peers have low availabiliLy (P», and others share a congested path

(P3. P,j). The end-Hrend technique considers the goodness of illllil'idua{ paths and the availability of peers.
Therefore, it selects peers P,"{,
p.~

p.~,

p/;. It is not, however, aware of the shared segment between the two paLhs

....... P r and .R; ....... P r , which can nOl afford the aggregate rate from

J~5

and P6. Finally, the topology-aware

technique makes an informed decision, using the annoLated Lopology, and selecls the best set: P'l,

3.1

P:-1. Prj.

Notations and Peer Model

Berore presenting the details of Ihe seleclion technigue used in CollecLCast, let us define lhe noL:nions and the
peer model used in the paper.

NO/aliol/s. We use the following notaLions Lhroughpm the paper. We usc bold symbols (e.g.. G I') to represent
random \'ariables and regular symbols (e.g., R II ) Lo represent constanl values. The symbol Ap(t) is used La
represenL an enseml>le of random variables (i.e., a siochastie process) indexed by the lime l. An edge rrom node

i to node:i is denoLed by i -, j. A palh wilh one or mon.:: edges rrom node x to node.'J is denOled by :1:
The expectation of a random variable

~)

y.

x is denoh::d by x. The playb<lck rale of the media file is referred to as no.

6

Peer mudel. We assume that peers exhibiL heterogeneous eharac!eristics and they do not have server-like

capabililY: they eOlllribute limited capacity, and may fail or reduce Iheir sending rates unexpectedly. Therefore_
mulliple sending peers may be needed

!O

serve <l reques!ing peer aL any Lime. In order IU caplure the heleroge-

neous eharacleristics of peers. we associate each peer p with two parameters: offered rale R I , and availabilily
A/,(t). The offered rate is the maximum sending rate that a peer can (or is willing to) contribute to Lhe sys!em. A
lower hound on Ihe olTered rate (R;:'ill) is imposed by the system to limit lhe maximum number of peers required
10 serve a requcst. This limits the number of concurrent connecLions (and hence the control overhcall) that the
requesling peer needs to mainLain.
The availability is Lhe fraction of Lime a peer is <lvail:lble for serving. We model Ihe availabililY of a peer
p as a family of random variables, collectively referred to as the discrete-time stuchas!ic process AI'(/.) (Figure

6). Al each time instant ii. the Ilistribution of the random variable Ap{ti} describes Ihe behavior of]J al this
instant. For example. the subfigure at the upper-right comer of Figurc 6 indicates thm at time f = -lpm. Ihe peer
is using: (1):111 of its b:lndwidth (i.e., not available for serving) 25% of Ihe lime. (ii) half of its bandwidlh SOlk
of thc time. and (iii) nothing of its bandwidth in the remaining 25% of Ihe time. Modeling the avai1<lbilily in
this way c:lptures the relmion between the lime of the day and the varying usage of the bandwidlh by the peer.

For inst:mce. in the morning, a peer may use a small portion for its b:mdwidlh for e-mail checking. while in !he
evening it may use a larger porLion for music download.
The offered raLe and availabiliLy infonnaLion is eiLher entered by Ihe user during the inili<ll setup. or collected
by :1 daemon running on each parLicipaLing peer. If the user enters this information, Lhis would indicme that the
maximum contribution he is willing Lo offer, despite the amount of resources available. The d<lenion can easily
find OUI the speed of the InLerneL connecLion Ihe peer is using. and hence Ihe maximum offcred rate. For Lhe
avail:lbility. the daemon collects sLmisLies during the regulur operalion of Ihe peer and uses Ihem 10 estimate and
periodically refine the availabililY. One way of doing IhUl is to divide the time inlo equal length intervals of size
one hour each. For each inlervaL Ihe daemon measures the amounL of traffic sent during Ihis inLerv:II. By knowing
the conneclion speed. the remaining (available) bamlwidlh c:m be calculated. This process is repeated over
several days to oblain enough samples in order to eslimate a relatively accurale dislribution of the availability.
Nme thaI. clock differences among peers do not any cause problem for this appro<lch. since peers collecL Ihis
infonnaLion independently. Moreover, when a peer is requested to report this infonnmion (which will be used in
the seleetion algoriLhm described in Section 3), it sends the informaLion for the currelll inlerval, regardless of Lhe
lime of the requesting peer.

3.2

Topology-Aware Selection

This section presenLs Ihe delails of the lopology-aware selection technique. We first define the goodlless wpo{o8Y
<lnd how it is annOl<lted by network perfonnance metrics (e.g.. available bandwidth and loss rate) and peers
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chmacteristics (e.g., offered rme and availability). Then. we use the goodness topology to estimate the peer
goodness for the session being established, r-inally, we slate the peer selection problem, formulate it as <In
optimization problem, and present an algorithm to solve it.
(;OOl!IIf!.\'.\' Iopo!ogy T. It is a directed gmph thai interconnects the cundidme peers and the recciving peer

(Figure 4). Each edge (hercafter called a path segmenL or simply a segment) i goodness random variable

gi~j'

JET is annOlated with a

Each leaf node represents a peer ]J from the set of candidme peers I?' and has

two auributes: a fixed offered rate R I > and a random variable A p Lhat describes the availability ofp for streaming
at the current time 2.
The goodness topology is built in two steps. In the first step. lie/work TOmography techniques arc used 10
infer the approximate topology and annotate ils edges with the metrics of interest. e.g .. loss nne. delay, and
available bandwidth, This is called the inJerred IOpO!ogy. A segmenl in the inferred topology may represent

:l

sequence of links wilh no bmnching points in the physical topology, This hides unnecessary details ;!nd yields
a compact representation of the physical topology. We assume thm routes from candidate peers to the receiver
do not change during the course of the streaming session, This indicates that the infefTcd topology is a treestrucLured gmph rooted at the receiver. Previous sLudies (3, 101 adopted the same assumption, which is backed
by Internet measurement studies. For example, L39J indicates that the end-to-end Internet p,lths often remain
stable for a significant period of time. More deLuils on building the inferred topology lire given in Section 6. The
second step transforms the inferred topology to the goodness topology. The transformation process is I>asically
computing a "Iogic<l!" goodness metric for ellch segment from its propenies.
Segmelll goollness. The segmem goodness 9i-j is, in general. a function of one or more propenies of the

segment i

----t

j, depending on the feasibilily llnd case of measuring these properties segmem-wise. Segment

properties may include loss rme, delay, jiller, and avuilable bandwidth. We represent the segment goodness as a
funcLion of the loss rate and available bandwidth because these two metrics: (I) can be measured segmem-wise

f31, and (2) are the most influential on the receiving rale, and hence on the quality. A segment with high available
bandwidth and low loss is unlikely to inlroduce high jiller or long gueuing delay. The goodness of segment i
is defined as:

9i-j

=

'llJi_'jXi_'j,

sharing on segment 'i -, j, and

where

Xi_.j

Wi_j

->

j

is a weiglll thai depends on Ihe ,Ivailllble bandwidlh and level of

is;1 binary random variable Ihat depends on the loss rate.

Xi_'j

is del1ned

in terms of the packet loss rate as follows:
if a packet is not lost on i

----t

j
(I)

otherwise

~Nme thal,A" should be A,,(I cur). where leur is lime inlel>'al corresponding 10 the ellrrcnllimc. Since all ca1cul~lions \\'ill be made
with regard to the same lime imel>'at, we will drop lhe lime im1cx furlhc sake of clarity or presenlmion.

O:....ol-li_j.
The weight

Wi_j

is determined by the available bnndwidth on segment i

----'>

j (denoted I>y

lJi_'j)

und the

uggregate rate from peers shuring this segment if they ure selected in the active sel. The segment weight is a
per-peer metric. thaL is, the weight of segment i --) j (and hence. its goodness) could differ for two peers sharing
segmem i

----'>

j. The weight of segment i -) j for a peer]J is denoted by lUi~:j :llld is given by:

wi~:j

- min (l,ma..\:(O. (b

(2)

i_ j -

sC,"',i-j'O'.,-,·

where S is the set of peers selected to be in the active set thus far. aTld
8

8

~l T

is the path from the sending peer

to the receiving peer T. The intuition behind this formulation is that. il' a segmem has a bandwidth equal to or

higher than the aggregate rate contributed from peers sharing Lhis segment. then this segment will not throttle this
aggregute raLe, and henee its weight is set to 1. Otherwise. the weight is a fraction proponional to the shortagc
in the bandwidth if peer l' along with peers in S are chosen to sen'e. The example given later in Lhis section
explains numerically how to compute these weights.

Peer good"e,I's. We define the goodness of a peer fI, Gpo
:111 segments comprising the path p""""

1'.

:IS

a function of its avuilability and the goodTless of

G p has the following form: 3

(3)
i-jEp-r

Peers with high expected goodness values (close to I)jndicate that these peers are likely to provide good lmd
sustained sending fatc, This is because they arc unlikely to SlOp sending packets alld these packets will be
transmitted through neLwork paLhs of low dropping probubility.
BeSllletive peers ser, This is the subset of peers that are likely to provide the "best" quality to the receiver.
The perceived quality is quantified by the aggreg:lted receiving ratc. We ure now ready to state Lhe selection
problem:
Active Peers Selection Problem. Give/l rlle aIllloralell grmdlleu ropology T, jilld Ilze sel of aCfil'e
peers Jt<lctv

<:.:: [[!'

111m Jlwximizes rile expecled agRreglllell rare ar ,he receiver, providell Ihm Ihe

receiver i/lbol/nd bal/l/widrh

i,l'

/lor exceeded,

Mathematically. this can be phrased as: lind !pUdL' that

Maximizes
Subject to

E

[Lpc::Pn~".

R,.:::; LpEPncr,' Rp

GpRp]
.:::;

R".

(4)

(5)

JFotlhe fc,\sibility uf the nnnly~i~. wc nrc mnkin!! n rcnsunnolc ns~ulllplion: lhe qualily uf imli\'idunl scgments uf thc palh is indcpcn.
dcnt from cnch uther nml from Ihc n\'nilnbiJity of the pecr.
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Selection Algorithm
1.
Enumernle all possible sels Ih<ll s<llisly
conslrainls in (5): 7 1, p2, , . _. :p.\!,
2. F"'-'" = null: m~:r.E = ()
3. for each P"'.l :-::: III .::::: .\1 do
4.
Sel,hf, 'J=b'_J.Vi-jt='T

5.
6.

E= ()
ror each pcP'" do

7.
8.
9.
10.

Gp=Ap

12.
13.
14.
IS.
16.
17.

ror each segmenl i _ j E P _ ,. do
Cl' = C p X llIill(l.:i:'_J x tlif,_;/R,,)
"if; .j - ",,\.,«0. tliJi_ J R I ,}
cndfor
E _E+G p
ctldfor
if I~· < ",,,:rIc: thcn
",,,xl'.' _ E
]>O<h' = J""
ctldrllr

18.

relurn

11.

FU<Il'

Figure 7: Pseudo code for selecting the best active peers set.

where G p and R p are the goodness and offered nne of peer p. respectively. and HI, Ull arc the lower and upper
rale targets. Section 4 shows how H,. Ull ure determined.
Seleclioll algorilhm. Given the problem f"ormu];llion above. finding (he best active set

fon.v:lrd. Figure 7 describes an algorithm

\0

determine

TIt"dv

W" dL·

is straight-

given the goodness topology T. The algorithm

determines (he expected aggregated rule for :Ill possible active sets and seleclS the one with the highest rate.
There are several code optimization possibilities which are not discussed for the sake or c1<lrity.
Complexity. The selection

algo~lhm

enumcrutes :Ill possible sets thal satisfy the constraints in (5). However,

the input (the c:llldidme set) to the algorilhm is fairly small (10 to 25 peers from which we choose 3 to 5 active
peers). Checking the constraints in (5) is a m:lHer of adding a few numbers and comparing with the bounds.
Many sets will be disqualified by the constraint. For the remaining qualified sels. selecting the best among them
is also a simple compulation. In addition. the selection algorilhm is invoked only a rew times: at the beginning
of the session and when a peer switching is needed. In our implementation. the selection :llgorithm is called no
more than five limes during a 60-minute streaming session. and each call takes a few tens of milliseconds on a
reasonable Pc. Therefore. although designing more efficient selection algorithms is possible. we believe lhat the
payoff wiJJ not be significant.
Complcle example. This exumples shows the derails of selecling lhe best peers in the topology shown in

Figure 4. To simplify the discussion, we set HI = R u = Ro and the loss rate in :Ill path segments lo 0, thal
is. Xi_.j

~

1. Vi.j. The playback rale R o is I Mb/s. The possible ;lctive sets that satisfy the constraints in 5

ore: {P,. Pcl.

{l""

P,. 11;}. (P,. Po. Po). {J',. 1'5. I'c}.

{P2.P:i. P d· {P2,-P:~,Pt;}. {p].P3,n}, {I'j.1'2.

{l""

Pd·

P,. p,}. {P" P" P 5J,( 1',. 1',. /'5}. {P" p" P,}.

{P1,P2.Pt;}. and {PI.P2,P3 ,l'5}. The expected ag-

gregated rate is then compmed for every sel. Fur instance. the expected aggregated rate lor
1 x .8 + 1 x ,8 + .2Gj.;10 x .9 = 2.05. P s and PG h<\ve a shared segmem (5
10

----1

{P:i'P.~,.R;}

is

3) of bandwidth .5. If we assign

lL'i~{

=

1 (because the available bandwidth on the p<lth is greater th<ln J\'s orfered rate).

bandwidth of 0.25, which makes the weight lLt~:~ = lUG/V. 50. If we assign the w;~~:~

PI;

=---

will get a lefl-over
1. P5 gets a weight

of 0 because no llandwidth is lcl't fur this peer on the shared segment. We consider all combinalions of ordered
peers in a particular peer sel 10 maximize the expected rate. The expected rate of all possible sets arc 1.4. 2.05.
1.95, 1.45. 1.85. 2.0. 1.5. 1.75. 1.25. 2.4. 1.9, 1.2. 1.6. und 2.3. respectively. The highest aggregalc rate comes
from the seL {P'l' Pl. PG }.

3.3

End-la-End Selection

As u comp:lrison to the lopology-aware selection, we consider selecting the aClive peers bused only on endIO-end information. Instead or building the underlying topology. the end-to-end Icehni<lue uses Ihe end-to-end
path bandwidth and loss rate in addition to peer availability. Il exploits no informmion about Ihe path segments
shared among peers and therefore imposes less overhead than the topology-awme selection. However. as our
evalualion shows (Section 8). while beLler than random selection. il does not perform as well as the topologyaware selection. We can formulale the end-to-end selection

liS

a speci.,l case of the topology-aware selection as

rollows. Instead of writing the peer goodness as in Equation (3). we write it as:
/lip""""

is the pmll weight and

Thc mean of;c is: xI'

=

x p _,.

1-

G p = Apwp.....,,.;c p .....,.,

where

is the binary random variable that depends on the end-La-end path loss rate.

lp-,_.

where

1p _,.

is the average end-to-end path loss

TalC.

Computing Ihe path

weighl is much e:lsier in Ihis C<lse and is given by:

R/ l

:':=:

b/...... ,.

(6)

mherwise
Using this formulation. the expecled mte maximization problem can be solved in a

W:lY

similar to the one in

Seclion 3.2.
Example. The paramelers in this example are the same as in the example in Section 3.2. Thus. the possible

:lctive sets me also the same. The end-to-end selection utilizes the availabiliLy of peers .md the palh available
b<lndwidlh to calculate the c.'i.peeted T:lte. ror example, the expected rate of the set {P:i . P5 , PG} is 1 x .l:l + 1 x
.8 + 1 x .9

=

2.5. The corresponding expected rate of all possible sets are 1.4, 2.5. 2.4, 1.9, 2.1, 2.0, 1.5, 2.0.

1.5.2.4, 1.9, 1.4. 1.8. and 2.5. respectively. The ma.'i.imum expected rdLe is 2.5. which is supplied by peer sels
{P3 • P s . PG} and {Pl' P'l'

P:l.

PfJ }. Either of them can be luken. but we prefer the sel with fewer peers to reduce

the overhead of mainluining multiple concurrent connections.

II

4

Rate and Data Assignment in CollectCast

The previous secliun del.tiled how ColleclCas( selects lhe bcsl active peers sel to render good quality. This
secLion describes how CoJlectCasl coordinates the ilctivc peers by assigning the appropriate raLe and duw portion
(0

each. The ;lssignmenl is based on the offered nne of each :.lclive peer and the current loss mle in Ihe network.

Berore presenting the assignment methods, we I1rsl cxpl<lin the role ofITC in CollecLCast.
FOIlI'ard Errol' Co/,recl;oll (FEe) ill Col/erICnsf. We use erasure codes (also known as

FEe in the network

community) to wlcratc packet losses due to network fluctuations and limited peers reliability. The media file is
divided into cqual-1cnglh u<lla segments. E<lch segment has a size or 0. origimll packets and is protecLcd using

FEC scparalely. Several ITC techniques such as Reed-Solomon codes :md Tornado codes L4J can be used. We
use Tornndo codes because they are fasler to encode/decode. albeit with lillie decoding inenieieney [4]. We use
Lhe notation FEC(a.) to indicale Ihat the system eun tolerale tip to (a. - 1)% packel loss mLe. For instance,
F {,'C(1.25) means !hm a dala segment will be successfully reconstructed even if 25% of the sent packets were

losl. (\ is Ihe parameler that denncs Lhe current (packet) loss tolerance level III Ihc syslem. a. has two bounds:
ou. (\1. which are the maximum and minimum loss tolerance levels. respeclively. These bounds impacL Lhe
selection of active peers determined by solving the m:lximizmioll problem (Scction 3.2) because the bounds
(R,. R,,) in the consLmints (5) :Ire computed as: R u = n"Ro and HI = (lIllo.

Dala segmenLs sLored nl peers are pre-encoded using FEC{n u )' A segment of 6 packets is encoded inLo

.6./(2-n u ) packets. For insrnnce, F EC(1.2G) on a segment of size 120 packels results in a 160 encoded packets.
from which any 120 can reconSlructlhe original segment. Even though dala segments are pre-encoded wiLh
we do nor send at aggrcgmed slrenming rate of (\'uRo alllhe lime. Rather, we send at
estimated based on thc

C11l"rellT

expected nggregmed loss rme

L'L,

(\'fl n , 0'/ :::;

(l'u,

a. :::; flu. (\' is

using:

(7)

p""" r.

Hme 1I.\·sigllllle/lT. After computing the appropriate aggregale raLe (nR o), each peer]J is assigned an actual

sending raLe R p proporLionallo its offered nile:

(8)
DWll 1I.uigllmem.

The active peers collecLively scnd the media file segment by segment: Lhey all cooperale

in scnding Ihe firsL segmcnt, lhen the second aile, and so on. NoLe th:lI, since the active peers scnd al nlle oRo,
they send only .6./(2 - 0) packels au! of Lhe sLored 6/(2

12

O'u) packets. Each peer p is assigned a number of

p:lCkelS D p 10 send in proportion to ils actual strcaming rate;

f)

Ewmpfe. Lct (II

---=-

1.0625. and

Ou

-'-'

p

-

r(2 --c, 0) (lHo
~1

(9)

1.25. Assume that lhe media rile is divided into segments each

with 120 packets. Encoding wilh FEC(ou = 1.25). each encoded segment will have 160 packets. Suppose
that the current uctive set h:ls three peers PI, P2. P:-1 wilh offered rates HpJ = flo/2,Rp2 = R~J/'I,R."J
Ho/2. respectively. Assllme that the currell! estimaled
0.·1[").

Rp~

DpJ =

=

0.225, R"J

55. D"2

=

28.

=

fl:

is 1.125. Therefore, lhe :lssigned rates are:

HpJ

0,45. The number of packets thm need to be sem is 138, and the data assignment is:

J)Pl -

55. Peer PI sends packets with sequence numhers from I to 55, peer P2 from 56

1083, and peer }'3 from 84 to 138.
Di.ITHSSioll.

Packet losses in the Internel is known lO be burSly, which has a negative effect on the FEe

techniques: during a loss bllfSI. the number of los[ packels may excced what fEe can recover. However, aUlhors
of 1211 have shown Ih:lt streaming from mulliple senders, as in our case, alleviates the effect of loss burslness on
FEe. In ollr lIsage of FEe. the llumber of redulldam packels sent is proportiomll 10 the currenl loss rale. If loss

rate is low (which is a typical case), only a small number of extra paekeLs will be sent. saving network bandwidth.
Finally. we note lhat the data is pre-encoded. Therefore, senders will not h:lve to encode them on lhe ny. The
receiver decodes them on the fly. Tornado codes arc quite lasl (order of millisecond for decoding), especially
when the segment size is small.

5

Monitoring and Adaptation in CollectCast

Once lhe active peers :Ire selected (Section 3) and each peer is nssigned n streaming rme :llld data portion (Seclion
4). the streaming session begins. During a long streaming session the environment may change: peers may fail
or nelwork paths may become congested. To maintain good streaming quality on the receiver side. CoJ]eclCasl
needs 10 adapL to Lhese ch:mges. During the session, (he receiver collects statislics on lhe loss rme and streaming
mte contribmed from each sending peer. These stalistics arc used to update the goodness topology, which is then
used to adjUST the active set.
Peerfaillire. A peer failure is detected in lwo ways: (I) from the TCP control channel eSlablished between
the receiver and each of the sending peer (e.g., connection reset), and (2) if the rate coming from this peer is
degmded. Once a failure is detecled, the acLive set is adjusted by repl:lcing lhe failed peer wilh new one(s). We
choose lhe replacement peers using the lopology-aware selection (Section 3.2), provided Ihat !he currently good
peers are part of lhe new active SCI. This may not yield a globally optimal solution, bUI it is more praclical for two
reasons. Firsl.lhe newly chosen set can be Lotally different from the old one. which will require learing: down all
of the old connections and establishing new ones. Second, notice that lhe topology is partially updated. since for
13

the st:mdby peers, we usc thc infonmllion gmhered

aI

the beginning of the streaming session. Thus. it is better

to keep peers thal arc currently doing well. Afler detemlining the new :lctive set. the receiver sends a control
packet to each peer in the set. The control packets contain thc rate <l1ld data :lssigllmenL computed as explnined
in Section 4, for each peer.
Network jfllcflIlI1ions. The receiver procedure (Figure 2) m:lkes :1 swilching decision after receiving each

segment of the media file. A segment is in the order of few seconds. Switching means one of two actions:
(I) assigning new rates for the currently active pcer set. or (2) adjusting the acLive set by adding or rcplacing

peers. Afler receiving a segmenL, thc receiver compUies
measllfed dming the last segmcnt. A value of l'
loss tolerance level

(I

~f

= (R'['.

ao)/ flo.

where Rr; is the aggregate rme

< 0 means !haL the network is dropping more th<ln the current

allows. In this C:lse, the receiver tries to increase

:l new value for (\ using the updated topology. If the new

(I

Q

to rench the dcsired R o. It computes

exceeds the upper bound

0".

a new active sct is

selected using the !Upology-aware selection. Otherwise. a new rate and data assignment is computed using the
new (\. If -( is positive bUlless than a threshold (c.g.. 0.1). we do nothing: the curren! setting is good La achicve
the targeL ratc with a reasonnble FEC overheao. If ~( is larger than the threshold, a oecrease in n is appropriate.
A new smaller 0 is compllted and used to assign rate and dma to peers.

6

Topology Inference and Labeling in CollectCast

The topology-awme selection algorithm of CollccLC<lst (Section 3.2) relies on the goodness topology. which
is a transfonned version of the topology inferred and labeled through end-to-end probing techniques. In this
section, we describe our approach to inferring and I:lbeling an appm.riJl/we topology just sufficient for peer
selection. Discovering the interior characteristics of the network by probing only from its end points is calleo
lIelwork tomography rIII Our approach is a mix of a number of modified versions of known techniques. Our

modifications signilic<ln!ly reduce the overhead and le<ld to a much shaner convef<Jence time. We fiTS( construct
the logical Lopology, and then we annoLate it with the available bandwidth and loss rate.
Bllilding the logical topology. This is a stmightforward step in which a tool like Iraceroutc is used to build

the physical IOpology. Traceroute is perfonned in parallel from all Lhe candidate peers to the receiver. Then.
consecutive links with no branching points are merged together into onc segment. resulting in the logical topology. \Ve note thm some routers do not support traceroute. This, however. does nOi severely hann the technique
beeause we are nm interested in the exaet topology. but in the shared segments among peers.
AnI/arming the /Opo!ogy with available bandwidlh. Let us first precisely define the cnd-to-end ami!oble

bandwidth of a path. As spelled out by r17]. it is the maximum rate Lhat the path can provide La a Ilow. without
reducing the rate of other traffic. The link with the minimum available bandwidth (i.e.. the light link) determines
the path available bnndwidth. Measuring the path available bandwidth is cos!ly: one should keep incre:lsing the
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probing traffic rate Lill a1least it reaches (prob<lbly exceeds) the available bandwidth on the tight link. Measuring
the available bandwidth on individu<ll p<lth segmems is even more COSIly. Our appro<lch trades-off the

If/lIlece.\·-

.Wlry accuracy of available bandwidth for f:lr less overhead. II accomplishes this through three ways: (I) instead

of measuring the path available bandwidth, we test whether a path can accommlx];lte the aggregated rate from
peers sharing this path. This rate is at most R o. R n is typically less than 1 Mb/s, (2) we conservatively label
all segments of a path wiLh the value of its tightest segment, and (3) we constmct the probing packets from the
{lenwl daw (i.e.. dat<l from the media file that will he sent anyway).

Jain and Dovrolis [17] show that the one-way del:lY differences of a periodic packet stream is a good indication of the available path bandwidth between two nodes. The idea is that if the stremning nlte is higher than the
available bandwidth. the one-way delay difference will show a trend of incre<lse. This is because packets will
be queued at the light link. On the other hand. if the streaming rate is lower than the availahle bandwidLh, the
one-way delay difference will be zero. Then, to measure the bandwidth. Ihe sender sends a stream of p<lckets
with a specific rate. The receiver measures the trend in the delay difference and decides whether the next stream
rate should be increased or decreased by a factor 01" 2. The procedure continues till the available b:mdwidth is
estim<lled within the desired range of accuracy. Wc make Lwa ad:lptations to the basic procedure. r-irst. we set
thc iniLi:l1 stream rare as the minimum possible offered raLe (n~'i") from a peer. And wc tcrminate whenever the
stream rare reaches the minimum of flo <lnd the aggregate rate from peers sharing the path. Second, since one
peer may nOl be able ro send at rate Ro, we coordilla/e the probing from multiple peers to get the same effect as
probing from one sender.
To illustrate. consider measuring the bandwidth

10

the topology shown in Figure 4. Let us estimate the

b<lndwidth on the path segment 5 -) 3. Peer l-\ sends a stream of packets (say 100 packcts) wiLh n1le Ro/S. The
receiver Pr notices that the delay differcnces arc O. Then P" increases its rate

10

R/4. SLill no increasing trend in

the del<lY differences but P5 can not increase its ratc :mymore. Now P r triggers P6 to stall scnding at RoN while
p'~

is sLill sending making the aggregatc ratc crossing 5

----'>

3 to be R o/2. Pr measures the del:ly differences for

the packel stream coming from P5 , that is. the stre:l111 coming from Pfi is considercd as cross tral'fic to reduce the
available bandwidth seen by 1'5.

n

keeps increasing its rate lill it reaches its maximum (R o/2) or P r nOlices

iocreasing delay differcnces. If thc fanner happens, segment Ii -,

;~

will assumcd to have an available bandwidlh

of O.75R o, even though it might have much more available handwidth. In the latter case. the exact available
bandwidth on 5 -, 3 will be mC<lsured. which in this example is O.5Uo. Thc available bandwidth all <1 -, 3 and
2

----'>

1 can be measured in a similar way. To measure the available bandwidth on 3

the sending from P3 . PI. 1'5. Pr;. A fin:ll note: suppose that the available bandwidth
on 5

----'>

----'>

on;~

1,

P,. will coordinate

----' 1 is less than that

3. say R o/4. In this case. the technique wiJl underestimate the available bandwidth on 5

----jo

3 because

Pr will see increasing delay differences due to the tight link 3 --, 1. This conservative estimation will make Lhe
expected rntc computed from Equation (4) even worse for
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SCI

of peers Ihm has a tight shared segmenL, helping

the selection algorithm to avoi<l them as a solution.
AI/nolaring rhe wpology wirh loss mre. InsLeud or explicitly probing for segment-wise loss rmes, we leverage

the information oblUined during available bandwidth measurements. The receiver :lssigns the sending nlte to each
of the sending peers. lL also determines which data packets should be sent by each peer. Thererore, it is easy
to determine the loss rates on individual end-ta-end paths. To compute the segment-wise loss rates, we use
Ihe recently proposed Bayesiall inference /Ising Gibbs sampling method [23]. The method models the network
tomography (for segment-wise loss rates) as a Bayesian inference problem. Then, using the measured data and
an assumed initial distribution for the segment losses, the method iteratively computes the posterior distribution
of the segmem losses 123 J.
O\'erlJead e.uimmiol1. \Ve consider L\VO types of overhead: processing and communication. The communi-

cation overhead is due to the probing packets. However. as noted above. we send actual data packets as probes.
Thus. effecLively, we do not introduce communication overhead. The receiver. though. needs a lmger buffer (in
the order of seconds) to store these data packets for later lISe. The processing overhead is mainly due to topology
inference and peer selection. This is not much of a concern. given that the topology will typically be very small
(10 to 20 nodes). We note thm building the topology and determining the best aCLive set will increase the start
up delay, which is the initial time bcl'ore starting playing back the media file. However, il is still in the order
of seconds. Finally, the need for updating the Lopology will be infrequent, since the llctive set is expected to
last ('or a relatively long period. This is because: (I) peers in this set are carefully chosen and will likely have
high availability (i.e., low probubiliLy of fnilures). and (2) several Internet measurement studies (see for example
[39J) have shown a fairly good stability in path properties such as loss. delay, and throughput. Through extensive
measurements, authors ofl39J conclude lhat loss. delay, and lhroughput properties exhibit a constancy on atlcast
time scales of minutes.
Disc/lssion.

IdeaJJy, CollcetCast wiJJ leverage some public Internet measurement facilities, if they are

widely deployed. CollectCast can query the measurement facility about the network conditions of the paths
connecting the candidate peers with the receiver. The meusurement facility will be utilized by many users and
applications. Therefore. more accurme measurements elm be performed and the overhead will be amortized over
all applications. Recently, Internet measuremenL faciliLies h:lve started to appear in the literature, see for example
[33. 19].

7

TCP-Friendliness and Congestion Control in CollectCast

ColleetCast employs UDP to transport data packets from supplying peers to the receiving peer. UDP is chamcterized as an IInrespo/lsiFe protocol because it does nOL react to congestion in the network. Therefore, applications
using UDP protocol may compete unfairly with those thaL use responsive protocols such as TCP. Competing un-
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f<lirly means that the UDP applic<ltions t:lke larger share of the link bandwidth than TCP-compliam application.
This concern is a bit allevialed in CollectC:lst because. although CollectCast sends using UDP. the sending rate
is upper-bollnded by the offered of the supplying peer. This offered r:lte is a fraclion of the required slreaming
rate, since muhiple peers eooperme to provide the full nne. Thus. CollectCast will not grab a significanl porlion
of the link bandwidth.
To further inerc<lse the friendliness of Col!cclCas! to responsive prolocols. we extend its funclionalities as
follows. For every peer p in the candidate set. CollectCast: (I) computes lhe TCP-friendly lransmission rale

(Rf

CP

), and (2) uses the minimllm of a peer's offered rale (H p ) and the TCP-friendly rate

(R;/C/')) in the

selection algorithm (Seclion 3) and in the data and rme assignmenl algorithms (Section 4). The TCP-friendly
rate is the rale thal a compliant TCP sender would send <ll under the current network conditions [15, 22J. This

r

can be computed using the formula given in Ihe RFC 3448 151:~

R(TCP) =
I'

where:

8

--r~~----''-'r='~~-----CTp _. r

J31p~, + 121~_r JSl,~~, lp~.r(l + a21~_r) ,

is the packet size in bytes, which is fixed <It I KB in CollectCasl;

(JO)

·/';,.-r is the average round trip limc

belween the sending peer p and the receiving pecr 1"; and f l ,...... ,· is the average end-to-end loss rme between p and

,.,

This extension to CollectCast does nOl impose <ldditional overhead. 'J'r-r and lp~.r are initially compuled
during the topology inference phase (from the probing traffic) and conlinuously upd<lted throughout the slreaming
session for the active peers. These values arc computed by the receiver and senlto the senders in control packets
whenever a change in the rate/dala assignmenls or sender switching is needed. The average loss rate f p--r is
computed using !he statistic:.l method described in RFC 3448. Section 5 L15j. This method assigns weights 10
the n most recenl samples in order to yield smooth changes in the measured loss nlle. To measure the average
round trip time Tp _

r,

the receiver time .'II amps the control packets senl to the senders. Each sender uses the

timestamp as:l reference and echoes il back with the first data packet. In successive packets, the sender increases
the reference limestamp by the illler-packcl sending lime. When the receiver gets a packet, it computcs T p ...... r as
the diffcrence between the current timc :lnd the timest<Jmp of the packct. Note thOll, no clock synchronization is
needed bccnuse the sender is using the timestmllp of the receiver as a reference.

8 Evaluation

"We fullu\\' the simplifying rCCOIlUllenlialiuns devised by the aUlhors or [15 J in selling lbe retransmission lilllC OUI (RTO) ~s <I limcs
lhc rOUndlrip limc andthc numocr of pnc~cls al"knuwlcdgcd by a single TCP ACK to I (i.e.. Tel' Wilh 1111 del:lYcu ACK).
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Figure 8: Aggregated loss rate perceivcd by the receivcr: no peer [:lilures.

r-igure 9: Aggregaled slrcaming rale
no peer failures.

aI

the rccciver:

(lhe selection technique used in CulleclCast) versus the perfonn:mce of the end-to-elld and random selection
techniques. The performance metrics are the aggregalcd streaming rme and packet loss rale at the receiver.
J7inally. we nssess the impact of peer availability

Oil

the size of the candidate peer sel. cslimille the average size

of the aClive peer sel during the streaming session, and estimme the expecLed lond on Ihe sending peers.

8.1

Simulation Setup

Sill/If/arioll topology. We usc a hierarchical topology in the simulatiun. I hilS three levels. The highest level

is composed of transit domnins, which represem large Internel Service Providers (lSPs). 5mb domains: which
represent sm:llJ ISPs, cnmpus networks. moderate-size enlerprise networks. and similnr Ilelworks: are allached
10 the transit domains on the second level. Some links may exisl among stub domains. At the lowest level. the
end hosts (peers) are connected to stub routers. The first two levels arc generated using the GT--ITM toul [51. We
lhen. probabilistically add hosts lO stub routers. Each experiment was run on seveml different lopologies. The
topologies used in the experiments have, on average. 600 routers and 1,000 hosts (peers).
SimlllwiOIl parameTers. Imposing cross lmffic over such a l:lrge topology is nUl feasible. Inste:ld. we approx-

im"te the effeci of cross traffic by: (I) allaching a slochastic loss model to the links, and (2) mndomly setting
the links bandwidth to capture the nvailable bandwidth on (hem. We use the two-slale Markov loss model (aka
Gilbert mooc1), which W:lS shown LO model the Internet packet losses wilh a reason:lble accuracy [38, 18]. In
this model, the loss process is modeled as a Markov chain with two stales: good :md b:ld. In Ihe good stale. the
probability of lusing a packet is very small and typically assumed 10 be zero. In the bad stme. lhe probability
or losing packels is assumed to be 1.0. The model has lWO paramelers. which arc the tr:msition probabilities
belween the good and b:ld slates.
The available bandwidth on each link is chosen unifonnly at random in the r:mge [O.25R o. 1.5Ho]. Peers·
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Figure 10: Aggregated Joss fme perceived by the receiver: wiLh peer f<lilures.

Figure II: Aggreg:lled streaming nlle at the receiver:
wilh peer failures.

parameters are chosen [0 reflect the diversity in the P2P cummunity [32J. The aV;lilability of peers (A p ) is
distributed unifonnly in the range 10.1, n.!)]. The offered nlle (R I ,) is also distributed uniformly in the range
!O,12fiRo,O.5Ro]. No peer can suppan more the fl o!2 and many of them provide:l small fraction or R o. The
streaming session lasts for 60 minutes and the streaming rate R o is I Mb/s. Every experimenL is performed 100
limes with different seeds. and the results are averaged over all runs.

8.2

Performunce of the Topology-Aware Selection

This section demonstnlles the importance of peer selection. It compares the perfonnance of the topology-aware
selection (the seleelion Lechnique lIsed in ColJeetCasL) versus the performance of the end-to-end nnd random
seleclion techniques. The performance metrics are the aggrcgmed streaming raLe and packet loss rate al Lhe
receiver. Two scenarios arc presented. In Ihe first scenario. we do not simulate peer failures. while in Lhc second
scenario we do simul:lle peer f:lilures and switching.
We simulate)) stremning session as follows. [-"irs!. we randomly select a number of candidate peers (e.g..
20 peers) and a receiver from the the I,OOO-peer community. TheIl. we select the <lctive peer set using either
the random. end-to-end. or topology-aware selection (Section 3). Each session is run Ihree Limes with the S<lme
pnrametcrs. <llbeit each nm wiLh a dincrenl peer selection algoriLhm. Peers in the aClive SCi start streaming Lill a
swiLching is needed. The [ass tolerance level nil is seL to 1.2. We arc interested in measuring two melfics: the
aggregated loss rate and the aggregateu streaming rate perceived by the receiving peer. These two me!rics arc
important since they detennines Ihe media playback quality.
Re.mfrs

l!'itll

110

peer faifures.

Figure 8 depicts Ihe aggregate loss rate seen by the receiver for the !hree

seleclion techniques. The topology-aware seleclion achieves lower loss r:lIe (13%) Lhan those of end-IO-end
(17%) and random (18'70) selection. The aggregaLed loss rme is high in this experimenL because we SCL the
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available bandwidth on the links in the range [0.25, l.fJ] Mb/s. We do Lhat La stress the selcClion techniques. The
aggregatcd rale perceived by the rcceiver is shown in Figure 9. The lOpology-aware lechnique yields a steady
aggregated rme of 1.0 Mb/s_ which achieves full playback qualilY. The end-IO-end techni<lue performs better
than the nmdom technique. However, neither of them can achieve full playback rate. This shows Ihe imparlance
of supplying peer selection under the same peer and network condilions. Similar resuILs have also been obtnineu
under other topologies and differenL loss rate and available b:muwidth.
Results lI'iflz peer failllres. During the streaming session, a peer may fail wilh a probabililY lhaL is inversely

proporlional to its :lvailability. We simulate peer JiJilures as follows. We seheuule a fixed number ofJai/llre frill/.\'
at ranuom limes throughout the slreaming session. At each failure lriul,

:1

peer is selecled nmdomly from the

active sel and we fail it probabilistically according to its availability: we generale a random number between 0
and I. If lhis number is greater th:m the peer's availal>ilily_ the peer is failed. Otherwise. (he peer remains active
and the session continues normally till the next failure lrial. The inluition behind this failing melhod is Lhat if we
have many failure lrials. each peer will get enough trials to be tested. The fraction of the 'no-failure- trials wiIJ
approximately he its avail:lbilily.
Figures ]{) and I I show the aggregated loss nlle <lnd the aggregated slrC:lming rate. respeclively. in the
presence of peer failures. The topology-awarc seleclion still performs bcLler than the other lWo Lechniques.
achieving a lower loss rate and maintaining full playback quality. NOlc lhat, in fo"igure II, the aggregaled rate is
slowly decre:lsing as the session progresses. This is because as the lime elapses. more peers fail nnu the selection
lechnique is left with fewer peers in the slanuby set to choose from. This suggests thar if we expect m:my peer
failures, the candidate sel should be large enough in order to maintain full playb:lck quality, and the size of the
candidme seL should be chosen properly.

8.3

Candidate Set, Active Set, and Load on Peers

In lhis section. we sludy three aspecls of ColJectCasl. First, we :lssess the impact of peer availability on the size
of the candidatc peer sel. The size of the candid<lIC peer sel is an imponant parameler because iL allows us 10
configurc the P2P lookup subSlTate

(0

re!Um the appropriate number of peers. Choosing the sizc of c:mdidate

peer sel arbilmrily may yield poor perfonnance. If (he size is loa small. CollectCast may run of peers during
the sLreaming session because of peer failures. In lhis case. a new requesL is issued to Ihe P2P lookup substrale
(0

rclum more peers, which may cause long period of disruplion. On the olher hand. if the size is too l:lrge_ the

overhead imposed during Ihe constrUClion of the lopology will be higher :lnd the seleclion algorilhm may lake
unnecessarily long time to detennine the active sel. Second, we estimate the average size of the uelive peer set
during the stremning session. This indicates the avemge number of conneclions that a receiving peer may need
to maint:lin concurrelllly. Third, we eSlimate the expected load on Ihe sending peers in lerms of how much rale
each sending peer cOlllributes

(0

the streaming session.
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~'XI

Figure I]: Load 011 individual peers in presence of
failures. Mid-poilU is the mean land, while the lower
and upper POilUS arc the minimum nnd maximum
load. respeelively.

fhe size oj the cWlllidme SC'f.

In Lhis experiment, we estimate the size of

the candidate seL for differem values of peers availability. We vary the average availability of peers from 0.1 Lo
0.9. A tOial of 25 failure trials are scheduled during each sLreaming session. II' a f:lilure Lrial is successful (i.e ..
we fail a peer), a replacement peer (or peers) will be chosen. \Ve run the silllul:ltion 10 times for each value of
peer availabilily and coum the IOtal number of peers IhaL are needed Lo complete the session. rigure 12 shows
the impact of peer aV:lilabiliLy on the size of candid aLe set. The figure shows the average number of successful
failure Lrials (out of 25) and the minimum. mean. and maximum number or peers required in the c<lndidate seL
as the average avail:lbility grows from 0.1 to 0.9, over the JO simulation runs. r:ur example, for:m average peer
:lvailability of 0.6, we need an avemge of 11 peers in the cundiclme set, and a m<lximum of 14 will guarantee thaI
we will nol run of oul peers in the candidate set, Figure 12 shows that as the aV:lilability increases. the number
of peers needed in the candidate set decre:lses. We arc deriving :l more rigorous :llld generic relalion between the
size if candid:lte set :lnd peer availability based on sLreaming session duration, peer failure model. and network
failure model.

Size of tile active ser. The receiving peer eSlablishes concurrenL connections with all peers in the aCLive sel.
Each connection adds overhead on the receiver: more buffers are allocaled and morc control packets arc sem.
Using lhe same parameters

:IS

in Section 8.1, we conducted sevenIl experimenls to eSlimate the average size of

the :lctive sel. As shown in Figure 14. we fincllhm the average number of aclive peers is fairly small, less than
four most of the time and il does noL depend on the availal>ility.
Load Oil illdil'idual peers. Peers arc not dedicated server m:lchines. Therefore, it is important

!O

limit the

load (in terms of the SLre:lming raLe) on peers. We s:lmple the load on each aCLive peer during many slre:lming
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Pigure 15: Effect of the careful peer selection on the
aggregmcd received rate.
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sessions thal allow peer failures. We take a sample every 100 seconds. Figure 13 shows lhal the avemge load on
indivi<lw.ll peers is between 0.22 Mb/s and 0.3 Mb/s. In very few times, a peer is assigned a 0.45 Mis. provided
that il elm support it, i.e., it uJJered rale is greater than 0.5 Mb/s. In the 11rst 1.200 sccon<ls the average is small
because during that period there were no failures. As we encounler more JiJilures. and thus smaller candidate sel
and fewer options. the average increases and becomes closer to the maximum.

9

PROMISE and Experiments on PlanetLab

To assess the performance of ColleeLeast in real environments. we have implemented a P2P media streaming
sysLem un top of CollectCas!. We call this syslcm PROMISE. PROMISE has been tested in both local and wide
area environments. In the implemenmtion, we use Pastry (code obtained from f 14)) as the P2P lookup substrate.
We h<ive modified Pastry to support multiple peer lookup. The code runs as an agenl on eaeh participming peer.
To \Cst the code in the wide :lrea environment. wc have installed PROMISE agents on 15 nodes of the PlanetI.:lb
test bed [261- The nodes chosen for the experimenls are dislributed over different geographic localions.
We have conductcd an extensive experimenlal study to assess the performance of PROMISE from several
lmgles. In Ihis sections, we presenl four sets of results. The first set presents the packet-level perfOnllance.
which considers the aggregated rme me:lsured

:It

Ihe receiver and how it changes with the time. The second sel

llddresses the frame-level performance. This focuses more on thc perceived quality qUlmtified in leons of Ihe
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number of frmnes that either miss their deadlines or lost. The third set studies the the impact

or changing the

system p:Jr:lmeters on the quality. In the fourth scI, we show how PROMISE handles peer failure and switching.

9.1

Packet-Leycl Performance

In this sel 01' experiments, we focus on the raw aggregaled received rate measured by the receiver. The setup
is as follows. The receiver is located at the UC Berkeley peer. The remaining 14 peers consliLute the set of
canuidme peers. We eonstruel and anno(;lle the topology connecting the c:lndidate peers wiLh the receiving peer.
We COllstmct the topology using the tracepa th tool, which is simil:lr to the tracerOll te tool but it docs
not require superuser privileges. We measure the available bandwidth using pathload [251, After annmaLing
the topology. we choose the active peer set using two selecLion techniques: topology-aware and end-to-end. We
compare the aggregmed rme achieved by the peers chosen by each of the lwo selection techniques. The streaming
session lasts 20 minutcs. The playback rate Flo is 800 Kb/s. The dynumic peer switching as well as lhe FEe
encu<ling are turned oIl'. We repem the streaming session five times and compute the averagc aggregated received
rme. The results shown in Pigure 15 demonSlrates the potential gain achieved from the topology-aw,lre selection
of peers. The aggregaled rme from peers sclecteu by the end-to-end technique varies widely amI sometimes drops
below 600 Kb/s. Whereas. the aggregated rme from peers carefully chosen by the Lopology-aware technique is
smooth and rarely drops below 750 Kb/s. The reason is Lhat the end-to-end lechnique selected tWO peers (one
<It

Caltech and the other at UCSD) thaL sh<lre

<I

tighl segment, which could not support the aggregated raLe from

both of them. The topology-aware technique avoided that segmenL and chose a better acLive set: it has two peers.
one at Rice and one <It UCSD. This conrirms with our simulation results in Section 8.

9.2

Frame-Level Performance and Initial Buffering

We study the quality of playback of the streamed movies. We quantify the quality by the number of frames thm
either: (i) miss their playback deadlines or (ii) :Ire lost. We differentiate among the Lwo cases because a larger
initial buffering lime could mitigate the first C<lse, while it docs nuL affect the second one (unless if we employ
<l retransmission technique). Moreover, higher values for

(j'

(loss Lolerance level) may recover lost frames but it

has a lillie impacL on the delayed frames. In this set of experiments. we study the impact of the initial buffering
on the quality. We also compare the buffer size required by the topology-aware and lhe end-to-end selection
techniques.
We use viueo traces of several movies encoded using MPEG-4. The traces were obtained from [35]. We use
the verbose versions of the traces. Each row of the trace file has four entries: frame number. frame type (I. P. or
B), frame playoultime, and frame length in bytes. The frame pl<lyout time is relativc to lhe first frame playout
time, which is set to zero. The movie titles and some st<ltistics about them are listed in 1:1ble I. We strc,lIn only
the rirst 20 minutes of each movie. that is, we stream 30,000 frames of each movie because all movies have a
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[wme rme of 25 frames per sccond. The selUp of these experiments is similar to the setup of the previous set of
experimellls. except Lhat the

mc encoding is enabled. We set n

=

1.2 and the segment size equals I second. We

record the arrival time of each single packet. After the termination of the stremning session, we determine the
number of frames Ihm would have missed thcir deadlines for a specific initi:ll buffering time. To decide whether
a fr:lme

f misses iLS deadline, we compare two v:llues:

f misses its deadline,
buffering time,

lU1'fll1

Ide(ullille

Ilieulilillc

and lU1;"il. If

Ide",lIiflc

is gremer than I"r"il,

is the sum of the frame playom lime (read from the trace file) .md the initial

is the time at which :111 packets constituting

1 are successfully

decOller and are available in the buffer. We detennine which packets the frame

f

reconstructed by the FEC

occupies by using the fr<llne

length field in the Lraee rile.
Figure 16 shows the results for four different movies: Star Wars IV. The Firm. Aladdin Cnrtoon. and From
Dusk Till Dawn. For each movie, we repeat the session five times nnd plot the average. The first observation is
that peers seleeLerJ by the !Upology-aware technique require much less initial buffering in the .Ill four cases. To
ensure full qunlity. i.e., no frame misses its deadline. the topology-'l\vare technique requires. on the average. less
than half of the initial buffering required by the end-tG-end technique. The second observation is that the tOlal
number of fmmes lhat miss their deadlines depend on the movie characteristics and the streaming rate No. I'or
example. in Figure 16.a, the initial buffering needed to ensure the fuJI quality is fairly small (:tbout 10 seeonrJs)
for the Lopology-aware selection. Also. the number of frames thal missed their deadlines is relatively small for
butTering less than 10 seconds. This is because the average and peak rates of the Star Wars IV movie are only
287.21 Kb/s and 1874.00 Kbls, respectively, and we stream at R o = 400 Kb/s. In contrast, we need

:I

larger

initial buffering in the case of The Firm (Figure 16.b) and Aladdin Cartoon (Figure 16.c) because the average
and peak raLes are higher in these lwo cases. This implies that selecting the appropriate streaming rate for each
movie has

:I

direct impact on the quality. Rate smoothing techniques cnn be used to estimate the sLreaming rate

for each movie. Another approach is to leverage the characteristics of the coopenltive P2P environmenL: peers
that received the movie in the past may share their expcriences with the currenLly requesting peer.

9.3

Impact of Changing System Parameters

We inspect the effect of the two main system paramelers. (he loss lolerance level

0.

and the segment size, on the

quality. We also :tssess the tradeoff's and overhead associmed with various values of these paramcters. In the
first experiment (Figures 17 and 18), we fix the segment size at one second and we vary

0.

from 1.0 to l.8. We

calculate the number of segmenls that can noL be decoded by FEe. fEC fails LO reconstruct a segment if' more
than (0' - 1)% of the packets <Ire lost or corruptcd. Por e<lch undecodablc segment. we mark all of iLs packets
as lost .lIld count the number of frames that usc any of these 10sL packets. We consider lhese frames

<IS

lost

frames, since we do not employ .IIlY error concealmenl or frame it1lcrpolmion lechniques. figure 17 compares
the number of undecodable segments (left Y-axis) and the nlllnber of 10SL frames (right Y-axis) resulted from the
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Y:igure 16: Frame-level performance: initial butfering needed to ensure full quality. The topology-aware selection
requires much smaller initial buffering than the end-lo-cno seleclion to ensure (hut <Ill frames mCCllhcirdeadlines.
Traces from four differenl movies [lTC used in the experimenls.

topologY-:l\vmc and the cnd-lo-end seleclion techniques for different values of 0.. The number of undecodahlc
segments in the end-to-cnd technique is ahout six times larger Lhan Ihat in the topology-aware technique. Higher
loss toler:mce levels, although desirable. come aL a higher price: more redund:mt traffic is senl as shown in Figure
[8. The results in Figure 17 and Figure [8 implies that the topology-aware technique is able to reconsLruCI all
segmenLs with a moderate redundant lraffic (0 is in the r:mge ll.l-1.2J).
In the second experiment (Figures 19 and 20). we vary the segmenL size from 0.1 to 16 seconds. We fix the
inilial buffering time m a specific value. and counl the number of frames lhaL missed their deadlines. We conduct
five stre:lming sessions and repon Ihe average. Then. we repem the whole experimenL for :1 different iniLial
buffering time. We usc only Ihe topology-aware selecLion technique and we fix

0:

at 1.2. The resulls are shown in

Figure 19. The general observation is thm incrc:lsing lhe segment size h:ls a negaLive impact on the quality. This
is because it lakes fEe more time 10 reconslruct a larger segmenL lhan a smaJler one. fEC needs La wait for at
least (2 - n).6. packeLs 10 arrive in ordcr Lo decode a segment of size.6. packets. Larger.6. means more packets
need to arrive. Furthermore. the decoding lime (CPU cycles) 01' lhe Tornado codes used in CoJlectCasl is linear
in Ihe segmenL size. \Ve notice thm decreasing lhe segrncnl size below one second has :lmarginal posiLive impaci
un lhe quality. This is because a portion orlhe gain we gel from fast decoding of small segments is losL due to lhe
more frequent invocations of Ihe FEC decoding roOlinc. As shown in Figure 20. small segments impose more
communicaLion overhead on Ihe syslem, This overhead is due 10 sending conLrol packels 10 the senders every
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Figure J 8: The amount of redundant traffic sent by lhe
senders for various values of the loss tolerance level 0:.

segment. The comml packets spccify the raLe aL which e:lch sender should send at and lhe ponion of lhe data
Ihat should be senl. The resulLs of Ihis experiment indicale Lhat a segment of size from onc 10 two seconds would
sLrike a bai<mce beLween the qualily and Lhe overhead imposed.

9.4

Peer Failure and Switching

This experiment is conducLed on heterogenous nodes outside the PlanelLab lest bed to demonstrate code portability. We assess Ihe monitoring and ad:lptmion component of ColleetCasl. We imentionally fail peers and let
CollectCast deteel and react to the failure. The receiver is located at Purdue University. Six candidate peers
were chosen for Ihis streaming session: purduel and purdue2 al Purdue University but in two differenL subnels,
uconn at University of Connecticut. galech at Georgia Institute of Technology, uiuc at Universily of Illinois, and
toromo at Universily of Toronto. The aclive seL initially has four peers: purdue1, purdue2, uconn. and galech.
The aggregaLe strcnming rate is 450 Kb/s. Figure 21 shows lhe results from multiple failure-prone peers serving
a sueaming session. After 385 seconds. we fail purduc2. ColieclCast detects the failure and purdue2 is replaced
by uiuc. The swilching is fast and it does not significanlly affect the aggregnlcd rate. Another f:lilure is scheduled
at lime 780 with a similar quick response from ColleclCasl.

10

Related Work

Tn Ihe last few years. Ihe P2P paradigm has received tremendous allen Lion from researchers. Two main caLegories
of research can be identified: research un prolocols and algorithms (such us searching and replication). and
rcse:lrch on building P2P sysLems. The firsl category aims at building scalable :md efficienl P2P infrasLrueture
(subslrate), which could be used for systems in the second category. Lookup (or routing) protocols sllch as CAN
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figure 19: The impac! oflhe segment size on the guali!y for dil'ferelU values of the initial buffering.

figure 20: The communication overhe'ld imposed by
sending control packels for dilTercnt segment sizes.
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Figure 21: Streaming from multiple peers. Two supplying peers failed at times 385 and 780. CollectCast detects
and repl<lces Ihe failed peers.
[Z71, Chord l34J. and P<lstry f301 gumantee locming lhe requested object within a log<lrithmic number of steps.

if the object exists in Ihe system. However. network loc<llily has 11m been amply exploited (except in case of
Pastry). Examples of P2P systems include CFS Ll 2J un top of Chord L34J. and PAST [311 on LOp of Pastry [301.
Another example is Pixie [Z91: a PZP content exchange architecture. Pixie <lggregates requests from multiple
peers and multicasts content 10 the requesling peers. These systems do nOI larget media streaming. Therefore,
unlike CollectCllst, they do not consider re<ll-time and sending mte requirements for PZP dala transmission.
Applicatiun level multicast (ALM) is proposed 10 overcome the limited deployment of lP multicast. Each
ALM-based system has ils own protocol for building and mainLaining Ihe muhicastlree. Forcxample, both NICE

llJ and Zigzag [36] adopt hierarchical distribution Irees and therefore scale

to n large number of peer~. Nnmda

19}, un the other hand. tnrgels sln<lll scale multi-sender muhi-receiver applicalions. Narada maintains and oplimizes a llIesh Ihat interconnecls peers. The optimized mesh yields good performance bUl it imposes maintcn<lnce
overhe'ld. Spreadh Ll3J constructs a distribution Lrce rooted at the sender for a live media streaming session.
A new receiver joins by traversing the tree starting

aI

!he rout till it reaches a node with sufficient remaining
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capacity. CoopNet [241 supporls bUlh live and on-demand streaming. II employs muhi-description coding and
constructs multiple distribution trees (one tree for each description) spanning all participants. SplitStream
provides a cooperative infmstructure that can be used to distribute large files (e.g.. software updates)
sueaming media. Split Stream is built

011

,IS

17J

well as

top of Scribe [81, a scalable publish-subscribe sysLem that employs

Pastry l30J as the lookup substrate. The content in SplitStream is dividcd into several sfripes. each is distribUied
by a separaLe tree. Dilferent from these systems. PROMISE is proposed for the slreaming of media data from
multiple senders to one receiver. And ColleelCast is anOlher P2P service complementing the ALM servicc.
M,my P2P data sharing and distribution systems implieilly assume that a sending peer is capable 01' supporting one or more rcceiving peers. However. it has been shown that peers are heterogeneous in thcir capability
and/or willingncss La contribute resources to other peers [32]. Few sysLems have considercd Lhe problem of sclecting multiple supplying peers (sendcrs) for a receiver, based on peer hcterogeneity as well as network \Opology
and conditions. CollectCast addresses this problem.
The distributed video streaming I'ramework [20. 21 j shows the feasibility and bcnefits of streaming from
multiple servers to a single receiver. The receiver uses a rate allocation algorithm to specify the sending rate for
each server in order

10

minimize the tutal packet loss. This specification is based on estimating the enu-to-end

loss rate and available bandwidth between the receiver and each server. However, lhe framework is nm explicitly
designed for P2P environments. Therefore, it docs nOI audress the selection anu dynamic switching of senders.
Finally, Rodrigucs and Biersack [281 show IhaL pantllel download of a large file from mulLiplc replicated
servers achieves significantly shorter download time. The subsets of a file supplied by each server are dynamically adjusted based on the network condilions and the server load. This work targets bulk file tr.lnsfer, not
rcal-time media streaming. Moreover. it does not consider sender selection nor dues it leverage network tomography techniques.

11

Conclusion and Future Work

This p<lper presents a novel and comprehensive P2P meuia streaming service, CollectCasl. The most salient
features of CoJlectCast include: (I) it accoun!s for peer heterogeneity, reliability, and limited capacity. (2) jt
maLches a requesting peer with a set of supplying peers that are likely to achieve the best streaming qUlllity. (3)
it dynamically adapts

(0

nelwork fluctuations and peer f:lilure, and (4) il performs (2) and (3) by inferring and

leveraging the underlying nctwork conditions. Our simulations demonstrate that significant gain in the streaming
quality can be achieved by CollectCast even in the presence of peer failures. The simulations also show that CollectCast does not burden the participating peers: we show that on average n senuing peer conlributcs less than a
quarter of the required strc<Jl1ling rate. In addition. we have implemented n P2P media streaming system (called
PROMISE) on top 01' CollcctCast. ResulLs from lesLing PROMISE on the PlanelLab test bed confirm thm stream-
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ing from multiple failure-prone peers in a dynamic P2P cnvironmem is indeed feasible. Specifically. we show
thaL Ihe full qualilY can be mainL<lined in the presence of failures alld losses. Furthermore, the results obtained
rrom slreaming several MPEG-4 movies indicate lhm applications buill on top ofCoJ]eclCast can achieve beuer
performance in

(WO

angles: packet-level and rrame-level. In the packeL-level performance. the :lggregared rate is

much smoother in sLreaming sessions thaL employ ColJectCasL Lhan lhose that do nOL usc it. In the frame-Ievcl
performance, ColleclCasl reduces the number of fT:lmes that miss their deadlines by about 50% under the same
initial buffering Lime.
ColleclCast can be eXlended beyond the physical network characlerislics and slreaming applications. For
example, ColJectCast may lake peers' social properties such as credibilily and Inlstwonhiness into consideration.
One can imagine a graph showing the topology I'ormed by Ihe candidate suppliers and the receiver. but the links
are labeled with tnlsl-related melTics. This will enable securily-sensilive applicaLions to choose the besL peers
thm will supply Ihe mosilrusted dma or service.
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